
“Tetl-Box” an accessible synthetic
biology toolbox

Introduction
Developing science in LATAM can often be expensive and hard to access, limiting scientific
progress and development given the low-budget laboratories are given.
Particularly in Mexico, access to science at any level of education is not limited only by
financial reasons. Other factors such as import regulations applicable to the reagents and
equipment importation also have a considerable impact. These circumstances cause many
institutions to find themselves without any tools or resources to share this knowledge with
their students. That is why we decided to create Tetl-box, a project aimed to create the
opportunity for students to approach science at the early stages of education.

Tetl-Box is a synthetic biology toolbox, a compendium of essential tools in the form of DIY
reagents that let students have a safe, affordable, and simple approach to biotechnology,
molecular biology, and synthetic biology through a series of lab protocols for DNA extraction,
enzymatic digestion, and ligation, cell transformation, biobrick obtention, and PCR.
To allow the production of these elements, we designed a low-cost reactant-producing
genetic circuit with the following biological parts:

BBa_I0500(AraC CDS+AraBAD Promoter)
BBa_B0015( Double terminator)
BBa_B0034 (Elowitz RBS)
BBa_I746350 (Self-regulated CDS)
BBa_I746360 (BBa_I746350 promoter)

Our genetic circuit design consists of a positive feedback loop induced by a small amount of
arabinose, allowing users to obtain the reagents in a safe, constant, and controlled way.
The circuit allows the insertion of different CDS for protein expression, we designed 13
exogenous proteins optimized via codon edition and engineered with prefixes and suffixes to
allow insertion into the circuit. .
We went further with the DNA Taq polymerase by modifying its native sequence so that it
acquires retrotranscriptase activity as well as higher processivity and fidelity.
This genetic circuit is inserted in a vector we designed by modifying the existing part
BBa_K823026 making it simpler and more compatible with the chosen chassis, E. coli BL21.

To create a better design, we developed two models: An ODE mathematical model that
allowed us to study equilibrium states and system stability besides the circuit properties, for
example, high concentration of the protein of interest produced by low inductor inputs. This
model helped us obtain a mathematical expression capable of describing the quantity of
produced reagent.
The second model was a cellular automata model, which offers a new perspective, given its
differences from the ODE model. This one makes a stochastic analysis and describes each
cell individually instead of the whole cellular population.



We analyzed all these circuits, vectors, and biobrick on pDRAW32 and SnapGene software
then protein structures were predicted using ROBETTA and EXPASY’s SwissModel.
Specifically for the modified Taq polymerase we conducted a docking analysis to ensure the
protein’s activity against its ligand, we also conducted the same analysis on the native Taq
polymerase and the result comparison showed that our modified protein had a better
docking score and ligand rmsd score (A).

To ensure we are designing a safe, ethical, and consistent project, we’ve analyzed both the
problem and our solution from a technical, bioethical, and social perspective. We achieved
this through several data collection methods, such as direct consults with stakeholders,
interviews, surveys, and focus groups. We also implemented experimental design
techniques to elaborate a strategy to test the resources created. The results obtained were
used to quantitatively and qualitatively measure the project’s impact and evaluate the
fulfillment of our team’s objectives.
We added a killswitch to our expression vector that works in two ways: as a programmed cell
death, where the user can induce cell death by adding lactose and also as a safety net
mechanism, where in case of accidental spill of media in sewage the circuit will be activated
as lactose is one of the most common sugars found in residual water.

The team also identified vulnerable groups that face even more social and economic
barriers, without mentioning discrimination and segregation practices from their fellow
citizens (kids, disabled people, and native communities). These issues together make
becoming a member of the scientific community an impossible task. Overcoming these
barriers can give these vulnerable groups an opportunity. A deep analysis of their
experiences and situations helps our project to reach more people, guiding us to make
synthetic biology knowledge accessible.

Seeking that science and technology are available to everyone, we set ourselves the
objective of making biotechnology known to vulnerable groups by overcoming the difficulty of
access to the small communities to which they belong.

With the help of various stakeholders, we generated our educational book "Ollibro" which
seeks to introduce science in their communities and encourage creativity among children or
anyone interested in learning. Promoting throughout activities and experiments the
development of knowledge helps them understand how the elements around them operate
and how they could provide even more wisdom for their everyday life. (For more information
about Ollibro’s development, go to Diversity and Inclusion appendix).

Considering both the project scope and the proposed experimental practices for the
students, we implemented a risk assessment system that aims to create a project designed
with safety in mind.
The system was developed according to WHO guidelines and drugs regulation authorities
policies from different regions. Adapting the process to the design stage and considering the
presented differences due to the nature of the project.
The first step consisted of identifying the risks that could arise in the implementation of
Tetl-Box, for the users, the environment and other organisms. The risks were categorized
according to the implementation stage in which they could occur:

● Workspace and reagents preparation.



● Use of Tetl-Box for the proposed experimental practices.
● Waste disposal, cleaning, and disinfection of the workspace.
● End-use of the product obtained using Tet-Box reagents.

Once categorized, each risk was analyzed to find its root cause and proposed the actions
required to prevent, reduce or eradicate it. The results of this analysis were registered in the
CAPA report (The general form is annexed to this document). The risks were described in
the report, together with the tool used for the root cause analysis (Ishikawa diagram,
cause-and-effect tree, etc.). It also includes the preventive or corrective action plan with
target implementation dates.
As a result of this analysis, modifications were proposed to prevent, reduce or eliminate 42
identified risks. Among these preventive and corrective actions, two of them stand out:

● The integration of a caspases system into the genetic circuit.
● The Biosafety Guidelines and Bioethical Principles, a resource for the users of

Tetl-Box.
The risk management system is not meant to be used as a one-time activity but an ongoing
process. The methodology established will be used in the upcoming development steps.

This project can not become a reality without evaluating its feasibility and the possibility of
benefiting the stakeholders. To accomplish this, the team received training in topics like
entrepreneurship and personal finance by participating in online courses and programs like
iGEM EPIC. With this training, the team developed a market, cost, and product competition
analysis. We also conducted interviews with future users and clients; this data led the team
to create the entrepreneurship vision to advance the project.

In essence, everything we developed intends to have an integrated approach that better
contributes to solving the increasing inaccessibility of science, taking into account the many
layers of this problem.

Materials and methods

Vector

Vector optimization
We chose to redesign the plasmid developed by the iGEM12_LMU-Munich team
(BBa_K823026) (http://parts.igem.org/Part:BBa_K823026). This original part is an
expression vector for Bacillus subtilis, which is replicative in both Escherichia coli and B.
subtilis. It has resistance to ampicillin for cloning in E. coli and resistance to kanamycin for
selection in B. subtilis. The multiple cloning site is downstream of a Pspac promoter, which is
IPTG-inducible.
The selection of this plasmid was based on three principles: it is a simple backbone that has
resistance to more than one antibiotic which is compatible with E. coli BL21 strain, both
antibiotics are accessible and commonly used in synthetic biology and other fields and, last
but not least, this part has shown that it works. The certainty of working with this plasmid is



justified in the results obtained by the Münich team (2012) who proposed this plasmid with
both resistance genes (Kan and Amp) and later supported by the Toulouse team (2016),
when reporting the functioning of the same, having only left the gene for resistance to
Kanamycin; therefore, this evidence made us infer it's highly possible that the proposed
plasmids are functional.

Figure 1. Original BBa_K823026, presented by the iGEM 2012 Münich team.

However, the team reported that the plasmid did not work as expected, as the promoter
turned out to be strongly constitutive rather than induced by IPTG.

The general idea was to take this plasmid and remove all the genes that were unnecessary
for our design (LacI, LacY and B. subtilis ori) in order to reduce its genetic load and increase
its transformation efficiency, basing its deletion on the selected induction method, which is
not IPTG-inducible (making the presence of these genes unnecessary). In the case of the
origin of replication of B. subtilis, it is considered unnecessary, when working in an E. coli
system. Subsequently, the construct resulting from the deletion of the three mentioned
genes was used to develop two different plasmids. The first one includes the resistance
genes to Ampicillin and Bleomycin, the second one, the resistance genes that code for
genes  Kanamycin and Bleomycin.
The advantage of having these two plasmids is that it presents the option to choose
depending on the antibiotic preference and availability. Individually, the presence of two
resistance genes in the same plasmid serves to axeny the culture.
In order to ensure that our constructs will work when tested in the lab, we searched for
references that could be extrapolated to our work. For example, in 2016 the Toulouse team
used the same part leaving just the resistance gene for Kanamycin and reported that it
worked. Based on this information we can suppose that the similar modification that we
made will work as well.
For the sequences we used in the plasmid, we took them from reliable databases such as
NCBI, UniProt, BRENDA, Swiss-Model and so on. This allowed us to be sure that they
worked fine and did what we intended them to do.



Arabinose positive feedback loop circuit design

Figure 2. Arabinose positive feedback loop circuit

The low-cost arabinose induced genetic circuit is a positive feedback loop activatable with
this sugar that can’t be metabolized by Escherichia coli in the presence of glucose.
The first part of the circuit produces constitutively the AraC molecule (pink, BBa_I0500),
which acts as a basal production repressor while arabinose is not present. Once arabinose
(yellow) is added to the system, AraC changes from a repressor to a transcription inductor
(orange) turning the circuit ON. With the circuit ON, the first activator protein starts
transcribing (blue, BBa_I746350). This starts the positive feedback loop in which the
production of the target protein (Target protein) continues even after initial inductor (yellow)
depletion.

Table 1. Designed 18 exogenous protein-coding parts that can be easily inserted into the
circuit

Taq/TBD polymerase Bst DNA polymerase Pfu DNA polymerase

Ligase Protease DNAse I

RNAse I Xba I exonuclease EcoRI exonuclease

Pst I exonuclease NotI exonuclease SpeI exonuclease

Green fluorescent protein
(GFP)

Red fluorescent protein
(mRFP)

aeBLUE chromoprotein

Invertase Peroxidase Acetyl transferase

Further information of these parts can be found on the appendices of this document.
Protocols:
❖ Experimental Protocol for standard PCR (Polymerase Chain-Reaction).
❖ Experimental Protocol for electrophoresis in agarose gel.
❖ Experimental Protocol for enzyme digestion and ligation.
❖ Experimental Protocol for plasmid extraction (Miniprep)
❖ Experimental Protocol for Transformation.



Killswitch
We also added a caspase circuit within the plasmid. We consider it as a biocontainment
switch that helps us to increase the biosecurity measures of our modified bacterias. We
made this circuit based on different articles which gave us information about how caspase of
other organisms can induce apoptosis and why we cannot use the caspase of E.coli . The
mechanism and further information is explained in the Policy, biosafety and/or biosecurity
part.

Genetic circuit modelling

Mathematical model
With the simplification of the differential equations that will describe the system dynamics
as a goal, some hypotheses will be assumed. The approach here used to propose the
differential and chemical equations is explained in Marchisio, 2018. Here, the promoter is
assumed as a representation of the whole transcriptional unit. Transcription and
translation are treated as a single step, this implies that mRNA and ribosomes are not
present in this model. Given the RNA polymerase concentration is usually a lot higher
than that of the plasmid containing the circuit, it is assumed its concentration does not
change based on the interactions with the circuit. Thus, RNA polymerase does not appear
in this model. Variations in concentration by cell division are also not accounted for.
Let be the circuit shown in figure 2, assuming enough time has passed (time τ1 ), AraC
protein is producing constitutively and has reached an equilibrium concentration and thus
it is constant. It is also assumed enough time has passed (τ2) for araC to diffuse into the
medium and join to the P1 promoter acting as a repressor. Once time τ1 + τ2 has passed,
it is assumed arabinose has been added. Knowing araC protein maintains itself attached
to the promoter forming a complex in presence or not of arabinose Martin et al., 1986,
gives us reasons to consider the concentration of P1 promoter not attached to araC as
negligible. According to Schleif, 2000 arabinose can associate to araC even if it is already
forming a complex with the promoter, meaning, it is not necessary for araC to be free to
associate with arabinose. These ideas are resumed in the following chemical equation:(In
this work the following notation will be considered, let a transcription regulatory protein G,
then G+ represents its conformation in which it can activate, G− represents its
conformation in which it can repress, now, let P be a regulatable promoter, then P+
represents the activated promoter, P− represents the inhibited promoter and P represents
the promoter in its basal state.)

Where (AraC−−P1) is the promoter-repressor complex, Ara is arabinose and P1
+ is the

promoter-activator complex (an activated promoter). This promoter can attract the RNA
polymerase, initiating transcription and then translation of activator A. This promoter is
also an inexhaustible reagent:



The activator protein A can attach itself to promoter P 2 , activating it.

now, this activated promoter [P2
+] can attract RNA polymerase, start transcription and then

translation of the activator A and the protein of interest, in this case GFP and as in the
previous case, it is an inexhaustible reagent

Basal expression is a process to keep in mind in this model and it is considered in the
following equation.

Lastly, activator A and target protein GFP degradation were also considered due to
physical and biological causes.

Differential Equations

Once the chemical equations have been presented a differential equation model based on
the law of mass action can be constructed. It can be observed that k5 >> klk(see equations
2.1.4 y 2.1.5), meaning basal transcription rate is much lower than activator mediated
transcription. This is valid for positively regulated promoters. Now, be [P1,T] the total
concentration of promoter 1, and with the previous arguments:

Now [P1+] dynamics Is given by(The constants used are just reaction rate constants
obtained in the previous reactions.)



Some time after adding arabinose is reasonable to think that will arrive at a constant

equilibrium concentration, i.e., = 0.Using equation 2.2.1 and rearranging it the
following equality is obtained:

Where

Figure 3: The [ ] dependency is described via a Hill function. The following
parameters were chosen 0 ≤ [Ara] ≤ 10;n = 2;[P1,T] = 0.6;Hn = 0.8

H being the Hill constant and n the Hill coefficient. Through simplifications and assumed
hypotheses a Hill function capable of modelling P1

+ concentration based on Ara
concentration was obtained. This relation is the key to the one between GFP
concentration and Ara. In figure 3 a graphical representation can be seen, the parameters
were chosen arbitrarily. Now the complete dynamics of the circuit can be modelled. The



dynamic of the Promoter 2 attached to activator protein , activator protein [A] and
target protein [GFP] are of special interest

Equations 2.2.4 y 2.2.5 are coupled and thus their analysis is fundamental to understand
the circuit dynamics. The total concentration of promoter 2 [P2,T] is constant and is given
by

Substituting equations 2.2.4 y 2.2.5 and rearranging



In dimensionless form (The equation system non-dimensionalization is a long and
technical process, and therefore has been omitted from this document.)

Where (Variable and non-dimensional constant’s meaning can be deducted from its
definition:

• x is the non-dimensional concentration of activated promoter 2.

• y is the non-dimensional activator concentration.

• τ is the non-dimensional time.

• a is a measure of the activator protein kinetic stability.

• b is a measure of the dissociation force between the activator protein and its
promoter.

• c is a measure of arabinose concentration and basal production rate.

• d is a measure of the activated promoter 2 protein production.)



If k1,k−1,k2,...,kd,G,[P2,T] > 0, ergo, all the constants in the model are positive, the following
properties are obtained

These properties are obtained from and 2.2.20 from kd,A > 0.

Equilibrium and system stability.

The system is in equilibrium if (In this work x∗ and y∗ indicate equilibrium values)

Reorganizing following solution for x∗ is obtained

As a,b,c,d > 0 y d > b, then

Therefore Such that .
The system will always have 2 real equilibrium states. There is no bifurcation.

As 0, the sign that x∗ takes depends on .



Being 1 we can approximate

Thus

Using the same approximation, we get the following result.

Therefore, if the approximation is valid, it can be assured there is always a positive and
a negative state of equilibrium. Only one of these two has a biological interpretation.
Based on the next equality

The positive equilibrium must satisfy x∗< a < 1.This will give a maximum value to which
the system cannot arrive.

The system equilibrium stability is also studied. And thus, linearization of the differential
equation system is necessary. This is done by calculating the differential equation
system’s Jacobian. The Jacobian of the system J is given by



Be T the matrix trace and ∆ its determinant

Using the same approximation 0, the following is obtained

T < 0 can be proven for all a,b,c,d,x∗> 0 and x∗< 1.
As long as the approximation used is valid and under the proposed hypothesis, the
system will reach a unique stable equilibrium. Figure 4 illustrates a phase plane of the
system.



Figure 4. Phase plane of the system with a = 0.3,b = 0.1,c = 0.1,d = 0.5.

Cellular automata model
A program based on cellular automata was written using Python which was run on google
servers through the Google Colab platform, it does not have a graphical interface and any
change in the simulation parameters must be made directly in the code. The program
performs a complete update of the cell space applying the rules described below, in all cells
of the matrix. Each time step corresponds to a complete update of the matrix and is repeated
the number of times that the user determines necessary, remembering that each update
cycle corresponds to one minute of time.

The characteristics selected for the model are presented below:

Cell space: It is formed by a two-dimensional square matrix with periodic border, that is, the
cells of the opposite border are considered neighbors, of variable size according to the
experiment, but which will be as appropriate, with a side equal to 100 or 200 where each
matrix cell contains one element, which is identified by a number.

Cells state: The set of states in which the AC cells can be found is given by:



Q = {EV, PrAG, PrA, PAG, PA, PAC, Ar, AC, G, A1}

Table 2. Summary of these that the AC cells can adopt

State Mean Numeric identifier in the
matrix

EV Empty space 0

PrAG Promoter for Activator
protein and GFP

1

PrA Promoter for Activator
protein

2

PAG Activator protein and GFP
producer

3

PA Activator protein producer 4

PAC AraC producer 5

Ar Arabinose 6

AC AraC 7

G GFP 8

A1 Activator protein 9

Neighborhood: The neighborhood considered in the model is Moore's neighborhood (Figure
5), which, in addition to the orthogonal neighbors, takes into account the neighbors on the
diagonals. The use of this type of neighborhood is motivated by the need to provide mobile
individuals in the system with the ability to move in any direction.

Figure 5. Neighborhood. The blue cell represents the active cell and the red cells their
neighbors

Initial configuration: Prior to the execution of the model, the position of the promoters and
producers within the simulation area has been pre-established, which will not change with
the passage of time.

Time step: Although the execution speed of the program depends on the power of the
computer that runs the program, it has been established that the amount of molecules



produced or eliminated in each time step is the same as that corresponding to the step of a
minute of real life.

Parameters: The parameters chosen for the execution of the simulation are:

1. Protein synthesis rate
- GFP: 4 molecules per minute
- AraC: 3 molecules per minute
- Activator: 10 molecules per minute

2. Half life
- The half-life changes according to the experiments

Rules of evolution of the model:

1. Cells PrAG, PrA, PAG, PA and PAC will not change their position throughout the
simulation

2. EV cell can change position with EV, Ar, AC, G and A1 cells
3. Cells PrAG and PrA check if there are cells A1 and / or AC in your neighborhood
4. Cell PA will randomly transform cells EV to cells A1 at the rate of 10 cells per minute

if cell PrA has cells A1 and AC in its neighborhood
5. The PAG cell will randomly transform EV cells to A1 and GFP cells at a rate of 10

and 4 cells per minute respectively if the PrAG cell has A1 cells in its neighborhood
6. The PAC cell will randomly transform EV cells into AC cells at the rate of 3 cells per

minute
7. Cells Ar, Ac, G and A1 will degrade according to their half-life

Collision handling: As observed in rule number 2, it is the EV cell that can move through the
other cells, that means that it is the empty space that moves between the molecules and not
vice versa. This is done to prevent two molecules from trying to occupy the same physical
space at the same moment in time.

Parts

Molecular Docking Analysis for Taq / TBD Polymerase.
The amino acid sequence of the modified Taq polymerase underwent modeling on the
ROBETTA online server. Which was optimized through the following changes:
A point modification of amino acid 732, which is an aspartic acid in the native protein and
changes to asparagine.



Figure 6. The nucleotide sequence for amino acid 732 (aspartic acid) in the native protein is
shown.

Figure 7. Change in nucleotide sequence for amino acid 732 from aspartic acid to
asparagine.

Figure 8. The added sequence encoding the Thioredoxin Binding Domain of phage T3 is
shown.

The following figure shows the spatial organization of the sequence after the two
modifications have been made in SnapGene ®.



Figure 9. Final construct in SnapGene® for Taq / TBD Polymerase

The protein was modeled by a de novo protein modeling method using the ROBETTA online
tool, using the RoseTTAFold method, allowing to know a position of the quaternary structure
of the protein.
As a result of the analysis carried out, 5 different predictions were obtained for the folding of
the protein, of which the first one was used to carry out the next analyzes, since it is the
model that has the least amount of angstroms in estimation according to the same server.
ROBETTA. The next step consisted of validating the conservation of some essential
structures for the catalytic activity of the protein, for which the UCSF Chimera ® software
was used. The following images show a simulation of the modified protein viewed from
different angles, highlighting the inserted region.

Figure 10. Different perspectives of Taq / TBD Polymerase in UCSF Chimera® software. a)
Different perspectives of the protein in the form of secondary structures helices and sheets

After checking in the software from different angles, the Taq / TBD polymerase and the Taq
Polymerase Wild Type (1TAQ) were superimposed, which was obtained from the Protein
Data Bank database, as shown below. This superposition was made to be able to visualize



the level of structural modification suffered by the protein and for a later analysis and
evaluation of the effects of the modification on the catalytic regions.

Figure 11. Superposition and alignment of Taq / TBD Pol structures (cyan) and Taq Pol wild
type (orange) by the Clustal Omega Alignment method, thioredoxin binding domain, (cyan

and green outline).

When visualizing the splicing of the proteins, it is appreciated that the original structure of the
protein is conserved in a considerable way, including the catalytic region, it is possible to find
a correspondence in the upper part where the catalytic domains are found, however, it is
possible to observe a shift in them for 5 'nuclease activity for both proteins, which are the
lower part, where the first 300 amino acid residues can be found.



Figure 12. 5 'nuclease activity domains for Taq / TBD (cyan) and Taq Pol WT (Orange)
This displacement is considered to be due to the addition of the sequence for TBD that
causes the displacement of the domain for nuclease activity, TBD displaces the other
domain by some type of interaction. However, it can be seen that the structures are

preserved.

Figure 13. Perspective view of Taq / TBD Pol and Taq Pol WT

Although these domains are not aligned, the previous explanation for this was determined,
finding a correspondence for both domains, under this statement, that the structure is
correlated to function, it can be asserted that the 5 'nuclease activity will be present in the
protein modified.
Likewise, this assertion is considered for the other domains of the protein, as shown in the
following figures:



Figure 14. Domains for 3-5 'exonuclease activity at residues 294-422.

Figure 15. Domain for polymerase activity, residues 424-831  (Kim, Y., 1995), in this range
the thioredoxin binding domain of residues 480-555 is included.

In the two previous images, clear correspondences of the domains between both proteins
are observed, again we can deduce that the corresponding functionalities will be conserved
in the Taq / TBD Polymerase. It is interesting to note that the thioredoxin-binding domain is
the only exception to this alignment, and remembering what was mentioned for this domain,



it is expected that it is within the domain that refers to polymerase activity, since its function
is to confer an improvement in processivity and fidelity in DNA synthesis.

Given the above characteristics, we could assert that DNA synthesis would not be affected
since the domain is observed intact in the splicing regions, except for TBD, we find a clear
correspondence in the anchoring site of the ligand in the protein, which in this case is the
DNA strands.

After obtaining, modeling and comparison of structures in UCSF Chimera ®; Docking or
molecular coupling analyzes of the protein-nucleic acid type were carried out, in this case
being Taq / TBD Polymerase with DNA / RNA in the HDOCK molecular coupling and
modeling online server.

HDOCK is an integrated multi-component package that includes various third-party
programs, this coupling algorithm and scoring functions, and a host of tools developed by
those who have implemented the server.

Figure 16. The workflow of the HDOCK web server is divided into four stages: (1) data input,
(2) sequence similarity search, (3) structure modeling, and (4) FFT-based global docking in

which priority is given to user-input structures.

HDOCK web server workflow is divided into 4 stages

Data entry: is data entry that accepts both sequences and structures for proteins.

Sequence Similarity Search: Given the input sequences or converted from structures, a
sequence similarity search is performed against the PDB sequence database to find the



homologous sequences for receptor and ligand molecules. For proteins, the HHSuite
package is used for sequence searching. For DNA / RNA, the FASTA program is used, as it
is robust and easy to use for searching protein and DNA / RNA sequences. Generally, this
apso will produce two sets of homologous templates (one for receptors and one for the
ligand).
Structure modeling: In this step we will be comparing two sets of templates to see if they
have common records with the same codes in PDB. If such PDB codes exist, a common
template will be selected for both the receptors and the ligand. However, in this case there is
no overlap between two sets of homologous templates, the best templates for the receptor
protein and ligand will be selected from two sets of templates. If multiple templates are
available, the one with the highest sequence coverage, the highest sequence similarity, and
the highest resolution will be selected. In addition; a complex template is given priority over
an apo structure, during template selection, if the differences between each template are
within 10% of sequence coverage, similarity, and resolution. With the selected templates, the
models are built using MODELLER, in which the alignment sequence is performed using
ClustalW.
Molecular docking: With the structures modeled by the server or uploaded by the users, the
workflow enters the last step, the molecular docking. At this point, the server uses
HDOCKlite, a hierarchical FFT-based coupling program, which is used to globally sample
putative link orientations. The linking process will also incorporate the information from the
binding site if users have provided such information at the time of submission.
The HDOCKlite docking models and the MODELLER template-based model are provided
interactively for users to download via a web page and email notification. On the results
page, users can also view the top 10 docking models through a Jmol web interface.
The molecular docking analyzes were carried out on the previous server sending both the
Taq TBD polymerase and the Wild Type Taq polymerase sequence in order to compare their
interactions with DNA.



Results

Taq polymerase molecular docking.
Below are some images that will serve to visualize the results obtained for Taq / TBD
polymerase 3D-modelling and molecular docking, as well as docking scores and ligand
interactions.

Figure 17. Molecular docking results for Taq / DNA polymerase receptor and DNA ligand.



The previous images show the results of the protein-ligand molecular coupling, in which an
interaction between both molecules can be observed, in this case model number 2 is shown,
since it is the one found in the catalytic domain identified as the one that carries out
polymerase activity. However, model number 3 also shows an association, specifically in the
domain identified with 5 'nuclease activity, as can be seen in the following figures.

Figure 18. Comparison of model number 3 in UCSF Chimera ® (left) where the domain
involved in the 5 'nuclease activity is indicated and in HDOCK in surface format (center) and

in the form of secondary structures (right).

In the previous illustration, the association that results in the domain for 5 'nuclease activity
is observed, a correspondence with the domain found in the literature with the one that
results in the coupling in HDOCK is observed, as shown in the models that show the
secondary structures , corresponds to the coupling of the DNA with the designated domain.

Figure 19. Comparison between structures in UCSF Chimera ® without ligand (top left) and
with ligand (top right) in the domain involved in polymerase activity with the coupling

obtained in HDOCK.

The previous images show the comparison between the models for Taq / TBD Polymerase in
the domain related to DNA polymerization activity, a conservation of this domain is observed
if it is compared with the image where the superposition of the enzymes is visualized.

Regarding the analysis of the domains related to the three activities mentioned for the
modified enzyme, the results obtained for the exonuclease 3'-5 'activity are found, for which
the following illustrations are shown.



Figure 20. Comparison of structures in UCSF Chimera ® and HDOCK in perspective of
amino acids 294 to 422 involved in exonuclease activity 3'-5 '.

The illustrations above seek to show the correspondence that exists in the 3-5 'exonuclease
domain of activity. In the UCSF Chimera ® image, the domain reported with this
exonuclease activity is indicated with a green outline. you can verify correspondences in the
models and the designated area.

To finish with the activities related to DNA, several figures are included below with the
intention of visualizing some similarities and correspondences between the binding sites
obtained in HDOCK for Taq / TBD polymerase and comparing them with the Wild Type Taq
polymerase.

Figure 21. Structures in HDOCK (top) and in UCSF Chimera ® (bottom) for Wild Type Taq
Polymerase indicating the domain related to polymerase activity.



Figure 22. Structures in HDOCK (top) and in UCSF Chimera ® (bottom) for Wild Type Taq
Polymerase indicating the domain related to 3'-5 'exonuclease activity.

In the previous images, the domain involved in the polymerase activity for the Wild Type Taq
Polymerase (amino acids 424-831) and for 3'-5 'exonuclease activity (amino acid 294-422) is
indicated where, as for Taq / TBD pol, DNA is located in the designated domain with the
same amino acids, which are consistent with the overlaps made earlier.

This indicates that there is a correspondence between the structures and their proposed
functions, which is a good indication for the purposes for which the chimeric protein Taq /
TBD polymerase was designed. However, in the coupling results obtained for the wild type
enzyme, it was not possible to find any model that predicted the interaction between DNA
and the first 300 amino acids, involved in the 5 'nuclease activity, therefore, a group of
images in this last comparison. Even so, with the interactions shown in Taq / TBD
polymerase and DNA in that domain, they agree with that reported in the literature, together
with the rmsd values for ligand and docking score, a fairly favorable interaction is expected
in this domain and the DNA for the enzyme Taq / TBD polymerase

To conclude with the molecular coupling analyzes, the Docking analysis for Taq / TBD
Polymerase and RNA was carried out, in which the following results were obtained.



Figure 23. Results for model number 3 of the coupling between Taq / TBD Polymerase and
RNA.



Figure 24. Results for model number 9 of the coupling between Taq / TBD Polymerase and
RNA.

As can be seen, there is an interaction in the same area where the polymerization reaction
occurs for both models of coupling between the enzyme and the DNA; and as in these
results, the others are located in the same neighborhood. With the above it is possible to
have an approach and also to expect a reverse transcriptase activity.

In many of the results, it is possible to notice the presence of the parameter called Ligand
rmsd (Å), which is called the deviation of the root mean square of the atomic positions, or
simply the mean square deviation (RMSD), which is the average measure between the
atoms of the molecules evaluated, in this case receptor and ligand; Taq / TBD polymerase
and DNA or RNA respectively. It is recommended to use models that have a value less than
5; if they are between 1 and 3, it is better. Although relatively high values are found
compared to those proposed.

Differential equation numerical solution.
Next, numerical solutions for the differential equations system in various initial conditions
are graphed(see fig. 25, 26 y 27). Ode45 solver from MATLAB®was used to solve them.
Parameters and units were chosen arbitrarily:k4 = 0.8;k−4 =0.4;k3 = 8;[P1,T] = 8;[Ara] =
1000;H = 0.2;n = 2;klk = 0;[P2,T] = 8;k5 = 3;kd,A = 8;kd,G = 0.4.



Figure 25. Activated promoter 2 concentration dependent of time with various initial
conditions.

Figure 26. Activator protein concentration dependent of time with various initial conditions.



Figure 27. GFP protein concentration dependent on time with various initial conditions.

Hysteresis.

Memory or hysteresis is one of the main characteristics of this genetic circuit. Once the
inductor is added, the circuit remembers its active state. The target protein will be produced
even after degradation of the inductor sugar, keeping the circuit in active state. The

differential equations system can model this behavior: As and klk equal to zero then c
= 0. All the previous properties are still true: a,b,d > 0,d > b,a < 1. Substituting c = 0 on the
x∗ equilibrium solutions



It is known that d > b, so for a big enough a we can assume ad > b. Then 0. Two
equilibriums with biological significance exist, a positive one and one equal to 0. Now the
stability of these two equilibria is studied. When x∗= 0 and y∗= 0.

This means this equilibrium is a saddle point and thus unstable. When x∗,y∗> 0

This implies equilibrium here is stable. The phase plane in 7 is an example. Two
equilibriums can be observed (stable x∗,y∗> 0 and unstable x∗,y∗= 0).

While the basal production is negligible, and arabinose has no been added the system

is in unstable equilibrium where the concentrations of [ ], arabinose and GFP are 0.
Nevertheless, a fluctuation in the system can take it to its stable equilibrium, where the
concentrations are no longer zero. When the system is on a stable equilibrium state where
the concentrations are greater than zero, if the arabinose degrades in its entirety the
system will reach a new equilibrium state such that x∗,y∗ > 0. The system remembers its
state, this phenomenon it’s called hysteresis. The hysteresis can be visualized with a (see
fig. 29) obtained via numerical solutions and variation in the arabinose concentration.

The parameter [Ara] > 0 is changed to [Ara] = 0 around the time unit ≈ 19, to mimic
arabinose depletion. The system then seeks a new stable state where the GFP
concentration diminishes but never becomes 0.



Figure 28. Plane with 2 equilibria. The values are a = 0.8,b = 0.1,c = 0,d = 0.5.

Figure 29: GFP protein concentration dependent of time varying arabinose concentration.
This graph shows the circuit's memory (hysteresis).



Prediction of target protein concentration.

It is necessary to be able to make predictions of the target protein (GFP) concentration for
this circuit. Also knowing if this concentration is dependent with the initial concentration of
the inductor (arabinose). Since the equilibrium GFP concentration is the maximum we can
achieve, the following case becomes of interest:

Substituting on 2.2.6 and reorganizing

Where [GFP]ssis the equilibrium concentration of GFP. It is also known that [

], substituting and reorganizing.

It becomes known here that the equilibrium concentration of GFP is a linear function of

the activated promoter 2 concentration [ ]. It is sufficient to establish which variables
rule the equilibrium concentration. This comes from:

As studied, the 0 approximation will be used to prove the equilibrium's stability. This
approximation allows a simpler expression for x∗.

It is clear that c is an arabinose concentration related constant. Thus, both expressions
can be graphed to get a notion of the relationship between x∗ and c and hence, between
[GFP]ss and [Ara].(see fig. 30)

Regardless of the chosen values, the behavior of x∗ becomes rapidly independent of c
while this value increases. This reinforces the hypothesis that the circuit's behavior is
nonlinear for arabinose, meaning, low arabinose levels can trigger high concentrations of
interest protein. The circuit may behave in a “All or nothing” type of way regarding
arabinose. Carrying out experiments becomes necessary to determine the minimum
concentration of arabinose needed.



This allows the model to move away from the dependency that [GFP] and [Ara] may
have, thus developing a more useful expression. Back to equation 2.6.3,it is valid to

assume that in equilibrium [ ], the equation is reduced to a (Assuming
klk ≈ 0 leads to the same result.)

Figure 30: x∗ dependency with c, reflecting [GFP]ss dependency with [Ara].(a = 0.77,b =
1.1,d = 3.7)

The plasmid concentration containing promoter 2 [P2,T] has been considered constant
in this model. It can be assumed, in a different time scale, that it follows a Luedeking-Piret
type kinetic.

Where χ is cell concentration, α and β are constants of the model related with the
synthesis of the metabolite. Plasmid production is solely associated with cellular growth,
meaning β = 0, and consequently



Cellular automata

General behavior of the system

Figure 31. Simulation of the general behavior of the system, a 200-side matrix was used,
half-life of the activator protein of 1200 minutes and half-life of arabinose in 200 minutes.

In the general behavior of the system we can observe expected results, AraC is produced
constitutively and does not accumulate, contrary to the activating protein, which, when
produced by two promoters, reaches large amounts within the cell.



Activator protein accumulation

Figure 32. The half-life of the activating protein has been reduced to half (600 minutes), this
can be done by adding a degradation tail to the protein, however, its accumulation is still

considerably high

In the general behavior of the system (Figure 31), a large accumulation of activator protein is
observed even when arabinose is degraded. One of the possible solutions is to add an
amino acid sequence that promotes the degradation of the protein, which is known as the
degradation tail. Figure 32 shows the development of the simulation with the degradation
tail, which decreases, on average, the half-life of arabinose by half. The result is
unfavorable, the amount of activating protein is still excessive, which could be a problem for
the cell, both due to energy consumption and the stress that the accumulation of this protein
could cause in the cell.
There are other control methods by which the amount of activator protein produced by the
cell could be reduced, for example, changing the consensus sequences of the promoters or
the ribosome binding site, which could considerably reduce the use of cellular resources
since reducing the half-life of the protein only makes it degrade more quickly, without
causing changes in its production rate, so they use the same resources for its synthesis. By
making the changes in the aforementioned sequences, the speed of production of the
activating protein is regulated, thus reducing its amount and therefore the amount of
resources that the cell spends in its production.



Self-activation capability

Figure 33. By reducing the half-life of arabinose to 100 minutes and maintaining that of the
activating protein at 50 minutes, it is more evident that the memory mechanism is effective

To show that the self-activation mechanism is effective in the event that the half-life of the
activating protein was much shorter than expected, a simulation was run in which the half-life
of the activating protein was small together with rapid degradation. of arabinose, as
observed in figure 33. At the beginning of the simulation, a rapid rise is observed in the
amount of activating protein given by the induction of arabinose, as well as auto-induction,
as the amount of arabinose is consumed. Activator protein decreases until it appears to
reach a stable value, even with arabinose already absent.

Visit https://github.com/OllinSynBioIPN/TETL-BOX to see all the code used in this work.

Conclusions

Taq-TBD molecular docking.
Based on the predictions shown by the previously described models for the Taq polymerase,
we expect that in the near future; When it is possible to carry out the evaluation of the
protein with laboratory tests, favorable results will be obtained that validate the modifications
implemented.

Likewise, in all the results made and shown previously; It is possible to visualize values less
than 0 in the coupling scores, this is an indication that; at least in silica, there is an
association between Taq / TBD, DNA and even RNA; Since the row corresponding to the
Docking Score indicates how spontaneous the union between the two molecules is, it can be
confirmed by means of this coupling analysis, based on the change in Gibbs free energy,
which is a thermodynamically favorable process, since it is spontaneous by having a docking
score less than zero.

https://github.com/OllinSynBioIPN/TETL-BOX


The analysis carried out previously and the results obtained; confirm, at least in silico a great
possibility that the reactions are carried out, the confirmatory tests regarding the
improvements in processivity, fidelity, efficiency and even the reverse transcriptase activity,
must be carried out in a laboratory, however, these analyzes They serve as a preamble as to
what to expect then.

Cellular automata
Despite the drawbacks produced by the uncertainty in the value of the half-life of the
activator protein, the production of GFP is satisfactory in all cases, it is even interesting to
see how it seems to reach the same value in all three situations, which indicates that
self-activation is possible even at low concentrations of activator protein. It is imperative,
then, to know experimentally the rate of degradation of such a protein in order to choose
whether or not to apply some method to reduce its concentration and metabolic stress for
the cell, especially considering that the assigned half-life corresponds to the average of all
the proteins and that could not be realistic due to factors not considered in the simulation of
the degradation rate, such as the size of the protein, not having other functions in the cell,
presence of sequences that could affect its degradation rate, etc. Still, the simulations make
it clear that self-activation with small amounts of arabinose is possible and eliminates the
need for other, more expensive compounds, such as IPTG.

Mathematical model
Thanks to the proposed hypothesis (AraC and Arabinose in equilibrium), the differential
equations model yields many interesting results. These will help predict the circuit's real
behavior. It is known now that the whole system dynamics can be understood by solely
analyzing the dynamic between activator protein and activated promoter 2. This is due to
the target protein (GFP) equilibrium concentration being a lineal function of the activated

promoter 2 concentration ]). Therefore, the [ ] concentration is a reflex of the
GFP concentration. Thanks to this a 2 equation non-dimensional system was obtained.
Analyzing equilibrium states and via a justified approximation, it was proven that activator

protein, [ ] and GFP concentrations will arrive at a stable value in time while arabinose
is present. This value will depend on system parameters (transcription factors bonding
and dissociation force, protein degradation and production rate constants, plasmid
concentration, arabinose concentration). At the same time this value will not be a function

of its initial concentration presence of GFP, activator protein or [ ] does not matter and
the equilibrium concentration will always be reached. To exemplify this proven results,

numeric solutions of activator protein, GFP and [ ] concentrations were run. It was
observed that initial conditions do not matter, and an equilibrium state will be reached. All
the curves converge in a single value (see fig. 25, 26 y 27) Equilibrium and system
stability changes if there is no inductor presence and basal production is negligible. In this

case, 2 equilibrium states were proven: First, when there is no GFP, activator and [ ]
production. The system is in OFF state and the equilibrium is unstable. In the second



equilibrium GFP, activator protein and [ ] concentrations are positive and different from
0. This is the system's ON state, and it is stable. This can be summarized as: • The

system will be OFF exclusively if there is no arabinose, activator protein and [ ]
presence and basal production is negligible. Any fluctuation on the system can take it to
its ON state.

• If the system is ON, it can not go back to an OFF state. Even after arabinose is
completely exhausted, the system will maintain its ON state (hysteresis). This does
not mean the ON states with and without arabinose have the same equilibrium
values. The ON state without arabinose may produce less target protein, as shown
in figure 29.

Finally, arguments were made against the search for a mathematical expression capable
of predicting target protein (GFP) as an arabinose function. This is thanks to a graphic
analysis of GFP versus arabinose concentration, indicating that dependence is quickly
lost. Consequently, increasing arabinose concentration will raise that of GFP
insignificantly. It seems that a minimum arabinose concentration yields a good GFP
production. Nevertheless, it is possible that the time it takes for the system to reach
equilibrium state its dependent con arabinose concentration. Experimentation for
analyzing this time and the initial concentration of arabinose is needed to make any kind
of correlation. All this ends in a simple equation predicting target protein concentration in
equilibrium in function of biomass concentration. Graphic analysis also identifies there is a
strong correlation between target protein in equilibrium and activator protein kinetic
stability. The more kinetically stable the activator protein is, the more target protein is
produced. However, if the protein is too stable it will tend to accumulate inside the chassis
causing stress. A search for the optimal stability that yields the maximum target protein
concentration obtainable and the minimal stress possible is suggested.
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Appendices



Experimental Protocol for Transformation
Estimated work time: 1 hour

Estimated total time: 3 hours (additional 14-18 hours for incubation)

Materials
Resuspended DNA Resuspend the Wells of DNA with 10 μL

of distilled water. With a pipette, press
up and down several times. Let the mix
rest for some minutes. The resuspended
mix Will be red thanks to the dye cresol
red.

10 pg/ul of control DNA 1µl for the control transformation.
pSB1C3 w / BBa_J04450, RFP in the
plasmid which is resistant to
chloramphenicol and has a high number
of copies.

Competent cells 50 µl per transformation. iGEM HQ
stores competent cells in aliquots of 260
µl (5rxns in total) at -80 ° C.

Microtubes of 2 mL A tube per transformation. Label the
tubes with the name of the part or the
location in the well before starting.

Floating grid made of foam for the tubes Place the tubes of 2 mL in the grid for a
better support while working with ice
and for the thermic shock in the water
bath.

Ice and an ice bucket Fill the bucket with ice and pre-cool the
tubes of 2mL for 5 minutes. Defrost the
competent cells stock in ice for 10 to 15
minutes.

Timer

Water bath at 42°C Adjust the water bath at 42°C before
starting.

SOC Medium 200 µl per transformation. SOC Medium
is better than the LB Medium for a higher
transformation yield. The SOC Mediums
need to be free from antibiotics and can
get easily contaminated.

Incubator at 37°C Preferably with a rotor or an agitator for
the 2mL tubes. Incubate the Petri plates



overnight (without agitation).

Petri plates with LB agar and antibiotic 2 plates per transformation. For the 20 µl
and 200 µl. Make sure to use the correct
antibiotic. Label with the name of the
part or the location of the well before
starting.

Sterile spreader or glass beads They are used to spread the
transformation mix through the Petri
plates. Make sure to use a sterile
technique between the plates.

Pipettes and pipette tips We recommend pipettes and pipette
tips of 10µl, 20µl, 200µl.

Setup:
When transforming competent cells, both the timing and temperature have a huge
impact in the process. Use a timer, keep track of the incubation temperature, and
maintain the materials in ice when necessary.

Resuspend the DNA in the selected wells of the distribution kit. Label the tubes of 2mL
with the name of the part or the location of the well. Fill the bucket with ice and
pre-cool the 2mL tubes (1 tube per transformation, including the control) in a floating
foam grid.

1. Defrost the competent cells in ice
This step can take between 10 and 15 minutes for the broth of 260 µl. Get rid of the
competent cells not used. Do not re-frost the unused defrosted cells since this process
will drastically reduce the transformation efficiency.
2. Take 50 µl of the competent cells in a 2 mL tube with a pipette.
50µl in a 2mL tube per transformation. The tubes must be labelled, pre-cooled and put
in the grid for support.  Keep all the tubes in ice. Do not forget the control tube.
3. Take 1 µl of resuspended DNA in a tube of 2 mL with a pipette.
Take from the well to the tube correctly labelled. Do it gently up and down sometimes.
Keep all the tubes in ice.
4. Take 1 µl of the control DNA control in a 2 mL tube
Take 1 µl for control of 10 pg/µl for your control transformation. Do it gently up and
down a few times. Keep all the tubes in ice.
5. Close the 2 mL tubes, incubate on ice for 30 minutes.
The tubes can be smoothly agitated to mix the solution, but they must be immediately
placed in ice after.
6. Thermic shock for 1 minute.
The tubes of 2 mL must be in the grid. Place them in the water bath to ensure that they
are completely submerged. Time is crucial.
7. Incubate in ice for 5 minutes.
Place again the transformation tubes in the bucket of ice.
8. Take 200 µl of LB Medium for each transformation.
The LB Medium must be stored at 4°C, but it can be heated to room temperature
before using it. Check if there is any contamination.



10. Place each transformation in 2 Petri plates, using a pipette, to obtain one plate of 20
µl and one of 200 µl.
Place 20 µl and 200 µl of the transformation under the plates which should be
correctly labelled. Spread it with a sterile spreader or glass beads immediately. This will
guarantee that only one colony will be selected.
11. Incubate the transformations overnight (14-18h) at 37°C.
Incubate the plates upside down (with the side that contains the agar on the top). If you
incubate for too long, the colonies may grow too much, and the antibiotics may start to
decompose causing the untransformed cell to start growing.
12. Count the colonies for the transformation control.
Count the colonies in the control plate of 20 μl and estimate the efficiency of the
competent cells. The competent cells must have an efficiency between 1,5 x 108 to 6 x
108 ufc / µg of DNA.



Experimental protocol for
plasmid extraction

(Miniprep)
Materials

● Biopure plasmid extraction kit.
● Problem Sample
● 4 sterile tubes (1.5mL)
● Sterile micropipettes tips

Equipment
● Micropipettes set
● Microcentrifuge, variable speed preferably

Method
1.- Precipitate biomass in tubes to 15000rpm, 5min. Pour supernatant
(medium located) into  a waste collection container.

2.-Resuspend sedimented bacteria cells into 250uL Buffer 1(Kept at 4°C),
then transfer to a microcentrifuge tube. Cell lumps should not be seen after
resuspending sediments.

3.-Add 250uL of Buffer 2 and invert smoothly 4 or 6 times to mix up. Do
not shake on the vortex. If needed, go on inverting the tube until the
solution turns viscous and slightly filmy. Do not let more than 5 minutes
pass from step 3 to 4.

4.-Add 350uL of Buffer 3 and mix up the tube by inverting smoothly 4 to 6
times right after adding the buffer. Note: Buffer 3 should be added into the
lower part of the tube. Once the solution´s been inverted it should look
murky.

5.-Centrifuge 10min, 13000rpm into a microcentrifuge. A white precipitate
should form.



6.- Withdraw supernatant from step  4[… ambiguo]

7.-Centrifuge for 30 or 60s.  Castaway supernatant.

8.- Add 750 uL of PE buffer to the centrifugation column, and centrifuge for
60s.

9.-Castaway  constant flow and centrifuge for 1 minute.

10.- IMPORTANT: Washing waste buffer won't be completely eliminated
unless the constant flow is casted away before the additional
centrifugation. Residual ethanol from PE buffer may inhibit later enzymatic
reactions.

11.- Set the column into a 1.5mL clean microcentrifuge tube. Add 50uL of EB
Buffer or distilled water into the column center. Let the extraction rest for
1 minute and centrifuge once more for a minute without withdrawing the
permeate.



Experimental protocol for
enzyme digestion and

ligation
Estimated time: 30 min – 1 hour

Before start: Keep all reagents and tubes in ice.

Materials
● 8 tubes strip or (3) 0.6mL thin-walled tubes.
● Biobrick plasmid (DNA purified >16ng/uL)
● Molecular biology grade distilled water.
● BSA (Fetal Bovine Serum)
● Restriction Enzymes: EcoRI, SpeI, XbaI and Pstl

Reaction Buffer
● 10mM Tris-HCl
● 10mM MgCl2
● 100ug/mL BSA
● pH 7.9, 25°C
● 50 mM NaCl

Equipment
● Ice and container
● Thermal cycler or thermoblock

Methodology
1.- Add 250ng  of  DNA to digest  and adjust  the volume with distilled water.

2.- Add 2.5 uL of Reaction Buffer.

3.- Add 0.5uL of BSA.



4.-Add 0.5uL of EcoRI

5.-Add 0.5uL of PstI

6.- A total volume amount of 20uL should be in the tube. Mingle thoroughly and
give a soft centrifuge spin.

7.-Incubate the digestion mix set to 24°C- 25°C for 30min, then set to 80°C for
20min to disable the enzymatic reaction. Incubate in a thermocycler or
thermoblock.

8.-After the incubation is done, run a portion from the digestion mix into a gel
(8uL, 100ng) to bear out whether the plasmid as well as the insert have the
expected length.

9.-Add 2uL of digested plasmid (25ng).

10.- Add an equimolar portion from digested fragment of: EcoRI, SpeI (<3uL) *

11.-Add an equimolar portion from digested fragments of: XbaI, PstI (<3uL) *.

12.-Add 1uL of T4 DNA ligase buffer. Do not use rapid ligase.

13.-Add 0.5uL of T4 DNA ligase.

14.-Add water to reach a total volume of 10uL.

15.-Undergo ligation, 16°C, 30min, then disable enzymatic reaction to 80°C,
20min.

16.-Transform with 1-2uL from the product.

*Note: Incubation temperatures set are considered as restriction enzymes used
are wildtype.



Experimental protocol for
electrophoresis in agarose

gel
Materials

● TAE (recipe at the end of the protocol)
● Agarose
● Intercalating reagent

Equipment
● Casting tray
● Well combs
● Voltage source
● Gel box
● UV light source
● Microwave

Methodology

Pouring a Standard 1% Agarose Gel:

1. Measure 1 g of agarose.
2. Mix agarose powder with 100 mL 1xTAE in a microwavable flask.
3. Microwave for 1-3 min until the agarose is completely dissolved (but do not

over boil the solution, as some of the buffer will evaporate and thus alter the
final percentage of agarose in the gel. Many people prefer to microwave in
pulses, swirling the flask occasionally as the solution heats up). You can be
sure that the agarose is completely dissolved when the solution turns
crystalline.

4. Let agarose solution cool down to about 50 °C (about when you can
comfortably keep your hand on the flask), about 5 mins.



5. (Optional) Add your preferred intercalating reagent to the recommended
concentration (For more information review the SS of your preferred
product). The intercalating reagent binds to the DNA, allowing you to
visualize the DNA under UV or blue light.

6. Pour the agarose into a gel tray with the well comb in place.

7. Place newly poured gel at 4 °C for 10-15 mins OR let sit at room temperature
for 20-30 mins, until it has completely solidified.

Loading Samples and Running an Agarose Gel:

1. Add up to 2-4uL of your preferred loading dye to each one of your DNA
samples and mix it using the micropipette.

2. Once solidified, place the agarose gel into the gel box (electrophoresis unit).

3. Fill the gel box with 1xTAE  until the gel is covered.

4. Carefully load a molecular weight ladder into the first lane of the gel.

5. Carefully load your samples into the additional wells of the gel. Use a new
micropipette tip to load each one of your samples.

6. Run the gel at 80-150 V until the dye line is approximately 75-80% of the way
down the gel. A typical run time is about 1-1.5 hours, depending on the gel
concentration and voltage.

Note: Be careful that your DNA does not run out of your agarose gel.

7. Turn OFF power, disconnect the electrodes from the power source, and then
carefully remove the gel from the gel box.

8. Using any device that has UV or blue light, visualize your DNA fragments.
The fragments of DNA are usually referred to as ‘bands’ due to their
appearance on the gel.

Recipe for TAE
One liter 50X stock of TAE

● Tris-base: 242 g
● Acetate (100% acetic acid): 57.1 ml
● EDTA: 100 ml 0.5M sodium EDTA
● Add dH2O up to one litre

Important: To make 1x TAE from 50X TAE stock, dilute 20ml of stock into 980 ml
of DI water



Experimental  Protocol
for standard PCR

(Polymerase
chain-reaction)

Estimated time: 2 - 3 hr depending on the number of cycles

Materials

Quantity Component Final
concentration

24.3 µL
PCR-grade
water

5 µL PCR buffer 10x 1x

1 µL dNTP Mix 200 µM

8.75 µL Forward primer 0.1-0.5 µM

8.75 µL Reverse primer 0.1-0.5 µM

0.5 µL Taq DNA
polymerase*

0.05 units/µL

1uL DNA sample 200 pg/µL

0.7 µL 25 mM MgCl2 0.1-0.5 mM

50 µL Final reaction volume

*Thermus aquaticus “Taq” DNA polymerase, without MgCl2

Equipment
● Thermocycler or 3 boiling water baths
● 3 thermometers
● Eppendorf tubes or microtubes
● Floaters



Method:
1. Add the reagents on an Eppendorf tube or microtube in the order as they

are listed in table 1. materials. For a big number of reactions, a master mix
should be prepared with the DNA sample and aliquots of the mix are taken
and placed in tubes for reaction, finally, DNA sample is added to the
aliquoted tubes.

2. Shake the tubes with the PCR mix softly around 27 times in a minute with
the arm at a 75º angle to assure the homogeneity of the mix.

3. Centrifugate briefly to gather all the components at the bottom of the tube.
4. Add 50 µL of mineral oil to the top half of each tube if a thermocycler

without a hot lid is used in order to avoid evaporation
5. If you have a thermocycler, perform the reaction with the parameters

established in the following Table.

Table 2. Typical cycle parameters.
25-30 cycles are recommended for amplification.

PCR stage Temperature (°C) Duration

Denaturation 94 °C 1 min

Annealing 55 °C 2 min

Extension 72 °C 3 min

If you do not have a thermocycler, you can perform the reaction using
three boiling water baths or heat blocks. Each one must be kept at a
temperature interval shown in the following table.

Tabla 3. Cycle parameters for PCr without a thermocycler.

35-40 cycles are recommended for amplification.

PCR stage
Temperatu
re (°C)

Duration

Denaturat
ion

90 ºC - 100 ºC 1 min

Annealing 50 ºC - 60 ºC 2 min

Extension 70 ºC - 80 ºC 3 min

Note: It is important to constantly monitor and control the temperature in
each stage, seeking that the temperature is always under the interval.



6. If you work with water baths it is important to have floaters to place the
PCR tubes.

7. The tubes will first be placed on the denaturation container. The tubes will
be changed from container to container and they must be left in each
container at the specified time in table 3. Each cycle starts with
denaturation, followed by annealing and lastly, extension. It is VITAL that
this sequence is followed for the PCR to function.

Denaturation > Annealing > Extension
8. Once the cycles are done, let the tubes cool down in a container with ice

water.
9. The amplified DNA can be evaluated by an agarose gel electrophoresis

with ethidium bromide staining (or other nucleic acid stain, f.e. SybrGreen)
Note: The mineral oil layer can be eliminated by using an extraction with
chloroform (1:1), and retrieving the aqueous phase.



Social Impact

To make sure our project would have a positive impact in our community, we first
differentiated and identified the stakeholders and the shareholders. The team
defines the stakeholders as those who impact or are impacted by the team's
objectives. For example, students and teachers, given that they are potential users of
Tetl-Box and can impact the team's achievement of the established goals. On the
other hand, the shareholders have the authority to decide which resources are
bought and used. For example, even though a teacher would like to implement
Tetl-Box, he may not have the power to determine if the school resources should be
invested. This responsibility usually lies within the administration faculties.

We classified the stakeholders using a value matrix to determine how they could
impact the project's development.

The classification was done based on 8 factors that represent the different ways the
stakeholders and shareholders can help shape our project.



So, to measure the impact of it, we first had to understand the problem we were
tackling and find out if our proposed solution was a way to address it.

To accomplish that, we created a survey addressed to highschool and college
students, where we included questions to find out if they perceived that situation as
a real problem. The survey was divided in three sections:

The results obtained from the first two sections are presented below:



These indicate the existence of the problem and how it is recognized by students
from distinct backgrounds. The results from section 3 are shown in the proof of
concept, which is where the solution part is approached.

It is important to mention that we designed this survey methodologically, taking into
account different resources and the expertise from one of our mentors, Ph.D.
Navarrete. We wanted the surveys to be as clear as possible for the students and not
bias or somehow influence their answers, so we could collect objective data.

We also conducted quick polls through social media, specifically in highschool and
college faculties’ Facebook groups, the results are shown below.



Although these polls were simpler than the survey, we can see the results coincide.

Analysing the problem made us understand that although our project was already
tackling some of the causes of the scientific education accessibility problems in
LATAM, there are other aspects that we need to consider. So to contribute to the
solution from different angles, we also implemented actions beyond Tetl-Box. Which
are presented below:

Diverse perspectives analysis

"Diverse perspectives analysis” was designed to understand the problem from the
point of view of people affected by it, who find themselves in different social and
educational situations. To make their problems visible and propose possible
solutions. We used the interview as a method of qualitative analysis. Ph.D. Navarrete,
one of our team's mentors, guided us through the entire process for this activity, from
profile selection and interview structure to the analysis of the results.

First, we defined a variety of profiles of people that could be impacted by Tetl-Box
and represented a social group. Then we looked for stakeholders that could fit that
profile or had that background. These profiles are listed underneath, and the people
we reached out to, covered one or more of these :

● Long time researcher.
● Researcher with any visual, hearing, or language impairment.
● Researcher from an indigenous community.
● Students with any visual, physical, hearing, or language impairment.



● Student from an indigenous community.
● Students or researchers from different regions of the republic.
● Researcher of a private agency.
● Students from underserved areas.

Then we conducted a group interview, so people were able to listen to different
experiences and points of view and enrich their own. They shared the way they
perceive four main topics:

● Access to science and technology educational resources.
● Disparity and difficulty of access to these resources.
● Importance of promoting science and technology.
● Difficulty developing in the scientific field.

Fragments of "Diverse perspectives analysis interview", conducted by Ollin SynBio,
September, 15th, 2021. Click on the image to watch the video.

https://youtu.be/RGawEX_aiu8


The results are shown in the figure below. It can be noticed that the main problem
discussed is the difficulty to access science in Mexico. The circles around the main
problem represent six more categories related to it. The arrows indicate how a
category impacts another. Each arrow symbolizes a different highlighted issue.
Some of the issues our stakeholders mentioned were: lack of resources in
education, gender gap, need for inclusion in science, need for an update in
academic programs, and scarcity of opportunities to develop in STEM, among
others.
Possible solutions emerged too. Interviewees agreed on: professionalization of
science communication, public policies to promote scientific education, additional
investment in elementary education, and more.

There was consent that providing accessible resources would help alleviate some
of the existing problems around access to science in Mexico. Scientific
communication and improving our educational system are as important.
From this analysis, we can also note the urgent need for inclusive science. We
developed some activities to make this problem visible.

And how does our project contribute to the solution?

We presented Tetl-Box to the interviewees through a video and asked for their
feedback and concerns according to their backgrounds and expertise. The following
3 points stand out from their responses:



The first two were considered in the project's design: in the Risk Assessment and in
our actions to promote inclusion in science. The third is something we have
contemplated from the beginning of the project. For now, we decided to focus our
energy and resources on reagent accessibility. Nonetheless, we are working on
creating strategic alliances with those who are addressing this particular matter.
Our project can contribute to the solution for the problem of access to science in
Mexico. But, it must be remarked that this is not the only action. Significant changes
are required in society and strategies need to be implemented related to
government policies and the education system.

Proof of Concept

We wanted to make sure that our project works for the stakeholders, not just on
paper or according to our standards. For that reason, we decided to do a proof of
concept. For this, we developed a survey to collect opinions about our project from
the target group (high school and undergrad students). Before they expressed their
opinion, we presented a video explaining what Tetl-Box is in simple terms. You can
watch the video right below.

The stakeholders also interacted with our deliverables to prove if they helped
accomplish the objectives for which they are intended.

https://youtu.be/i7xGr98-9PY


Among our results, we can highlight the ones shown below:

We also developed procedures for activities targeted to high school and college
teachers:

The first one consisted of a comparative test for the protocols developed, where we
also provided standard protocols for the same experiments to receive comments
and recommendations based on the teacher's experience. The standard protocols
are meant to give the teachers a starting point for their analysis, given that in high
school, these practices are not always taught.



We also developed procedures for activities targeted to high school and college
teachers:

The first one was a comparative test for the protocols developed, where we also
provided standard protocols for the same experiments to receive comments and
recommendations based on the teacher's experience. The standard protocols are
meant to give the teachers a starting point for their analysis, given that in high
school, these practices are not always taught.

From the first activity, we rescued four ideas. We will implement modifications in our
project to improve the clarity and simplicity of the protocols. So high school students
can have a better understanding of the fundamentals of the experiment. While also
clarifying and defining the purpose of the project so students can have a concrete
objective. On the other hand, we will continue to find strategic alliances that allow the
team to ensure equipment won't be a barrier.

The second will be a set of practice drills, with teachers explaining the protocols to
students.

Biosafety Considerations

“Bioethical Principles and Biosafety Guidelines”

One of the actions implemented to ensure Tetl-Box is used safely and responsibly
was the establishment of “Bioethical Principles and Biosafety Guidelines”. With the
risk assessment, we found that, among other things, we could warn the users about
the hazards that may occur during the use of this tool, and indicate how to prevent



them. Biosafety User Guidelines were developed around four main topics: general
safety, workspace, user protection/safety, and waste management.
Ethics allow us to act with respect, benevolence, and honesty to minimize risks to the
user and his surroundings. That is why, eight Bioethical Principles were included,
addressing respect for life, promotion of education, and commitment to biosafety.

Having in mind Tetl-Box pursues education accessibility, an implementation example
was included. With this, users can adapt spaces to conduct experiments with
Tetl-Box and its products as long as they identify the risks and propose solutions to
avoid or reduce them. This implementation example helps to understand the topics
described in the document too. We also encourage a deep discussion, which
consists of an activity that stems from a simple question: Why do we want to
conduct the experiment? In this activity, it is proposed students share their concerns
about performing a genetic modification while discussing whether these are
justified.

Finally, the document incorporates a Regulatory Affairs Section and recommended
bibliography depending on the application the user attempts to give to Tetl-Box.

But, would this resource be helpful? Would it be understandable?

We presented Tetl-Box in a short video and asked high school students to read the
“Bioethical Principles and Biosafety Guidelines” and asked their opinion related to
the content and whether it would help minimize risks.

These were the results:



The need to provide this resource, which appeared from the risk assessment, was
confirmed. All students agreed that applying the Bioethics and Biosafety
recommendations may help ensure theirs and the environment's safety while using
Tetl-Box. They also shared feedback and suggestions.

Please review the support document in the next link:
Bioethical_Principles_and_guidelines.pdf

Assessment Group:

In Ollin SynBio, we are strongly committed to the development of projects that are
safe for the user, for the environment, and have bioethical integrity. So, to ensure the
safety and integrity of our project, we called for the formation of an Assessment
Group made up of experts in the Biosecurity/Biosafety/Bioethics field and-or people
trained in Bioethics and Biosafety.

The central duties of the expert group were to assess the biosafety and biosecurity
actions implemented and deliver recommendations to ensure the development of a
safe project.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OtZnpbBvoJTWzSw-TeUBDqJrGQNyugHF/view?usp=sharing


Meet the experts who participated in this group!

Diversity and inclusion

As it was mentioned before, science in Mexico and Latam is often expensive and very hard
to access for everyone. The high cost related to scientific project development represents a
barrier for achieving progress and improvement of science.

In Mexico, vulnerable groups await even more social and learning barriers to get access to
science and technology, also adding the economic barrier and the discrimination it brings
with it. Resulting in less people interested in studying a STEM related career.

To get rid of these inequalities, we came up with the idea of Ollibro, which is a tool that aims
to introduce and encourage interest in science around the children who read and interact
with it. Their age will determine the type, amount, and form of the information so that they
can take full advantage of it and generate curiosity.

Initially, Ollibro intended to be a storybook describing the histories, legends, and myths lived
by Ollie about the presence and importance of science in every aspect of our lives.
Nonetheless, that was not the best way of introducing and presenting the scientific world to
children.

We had to surpass these obstacles and come with a proposal capable of fulfilling diffusion
and interest in science in kids. A lot of redesigns were involved in the materialization of this
new book. Consultation with stakeholders and team members was necessary, so they could
provide feedback on what was good and what needed a change.



When analyzing the data that different sources presented to us, it was found that Chiapas is
the poorest state in the country (Figure X), as well as the second entity with the highest
number of speakers of indigenous languages (Figure Y), in this case being Tseltal the main
one (Table X).

Figure X. General results of poverty measurement in the state of Chiapas 2020.
Source: Estadísticas de pobreza en Chiapas, CONEVAL



Figure Y. Population percentage of 3 or more years speaker of an indigenous language per state in
Mexico.

Source: Censo de Población y vivienda 2020, INEGI.

Table X. Main indigenous languages spoken by population with 3 or more years by district in Chiapas.
Source: Programa educativo estatal de la población indígena 2018 - Chiapas, INEE.

With the objective of making the biological sciences known in native communities, we
selected the Tseltal language to make the translations of the resources generated by the
team, as it is shown in the next image:



To prove the efficiency and effectiveness these interactive and dynamic activities had in
teaching the concepts and subjects included in Ollibro, we prepared an application protocol
with the help of some education expert stakeholders.

The protocol incorporates a detailed description of activities to evaluate the different
interactive elements of Ollibro and their effectiveness in teaching. It will be helpful to test the
Ollibro and see its acceptance in the targeted age.

To complement what we learned in the didactic book, we decided to make 3 videos of
experiments. We chose the main topics related to science, which we knew would help to
understand what it was about and above all to know the endless applications it has. The
chosen experiments are:

Yogurt elaboration
https://youtu.be/aP6eLN2UMiA

https://youtu.be/aP6eLN2UMiA


Invisible Ink
https://youtu.be/MIvC5dVmhcY

DNA Extraction from a strawberry
https://youtu.be/k6OlRWOvTmk

Another consideration in choosing these experiments was to verify that they were low cost
and did not require a lot of materials, so that they could be applied in a classroom or could
be easily done at home. These videos are available on our Youtube channel and are
subtitled so that people with hearing loss can watch them without problems.

The main objective of these video experiments and the Ollibro, is that children practice what
they learn and have fun with that knowledge, making them more curious about science;
another main objective is that, by requiring the supervision of an adult, this person will also
be involved with what the child is learning, also awakening their interest in science.

References
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Finance and funding

Brief introduction to entrepreneurship and innovation

In Ollin SynBio we strongly believe that in order for our project to have the impact we are
looking for and have a real life shot at making a change with synthetic biology, the project we
are elaborating should solve a real problem and have real users. This is why we focused on
creating an entrepreneurial vision for our project. At first it was difficult to pick a business
model and visualize how this project could reach a real user. But little by little, we built a
business and investment case with the use of tools and help from our mentors.

Customer discovery

We conducted several interviews with potential users and clients of our Tetl-box. These
being university professors and researchers. Overall our potential users were interested and
eager to try our product if we could reach price competitiveness and once it was out on the
market. We figured professors and researchers could play as clients and users because they
can be in liberty of buying their own reagents for their own use. We leave you paraphrasing
the words of a teacher and an interview with the bio-entrepreneur María Pía Campot from
Enteria who gave us valuable feedback about the market and potential of our project. (The
latter document is not translated to English in order to maintain originality).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jq4G9mmNhIs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jq4G9mmNhIs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jq4G9mmNhIs


Competitor analysis

We don’t view ourselves as competitors but more as an alternative, since other
reagent companies offer high purity and a longer list of hard-to-get reagents. We
compared ourselves to Merck, ThermoFisher, and New England Biolabs. We found
that these companies don’t offer all of the reagents you can produce with the
Tetl-box, but if you were to make
your shopping list with these
companies to buy almost all of the
reagents we offer, it would cost
you $1291 USD with Merck, $717
USD with ThermoFisher, and $1675
USD with New England Biolabs.
With the Tetl-box, you can produce
your own reagents for $250 USD. It
is worth noting that some of these
reagents are not available within
one single provider, which implies the customer must search with other companies
to obtain the same list of reagents we are offering.

Lean Business Model Canvas:

The tool the team chose to use to quickly
assess our business model, clients, users,
unique value proposition, and other useful
information necessary to elaborate an
entrepreneurial vision of the Tetl-box was
the Lean Business Model Canvas.

Gantt and OKR

We defined our objectives, key metrics, and milestones, with the aim of planning the
business model and determining its viability, as well as determining the budget for
our product. Refer to the Gantt OKR document for more detailed information.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BQHn44cLm4vQpMno4NpYHwcYaB79ph8c/view?usp=sharing


Market analysis:

Our market consists of
students, teachers, and
researchers mainly from the
Instituto Politécnico Nacional
(IPN) and other schools or
research centers in central
Mexico. Our school has a
scientific force of 1,279
specialists recognized by the
National System of
Researchers (SNI). In addition
to that, the IPN has 19 schools

at the high school level, of which 5 of these are focused on the Biological Sciences
area, and at the college level, there are 5 schools in the Medical Biological Sciences
area and many other schools related to Engineering and Physical Mathematical
Sciences. We would have a target user base of 37,215 students. Moreover, according
to INEE at the national level, it is observed that only 2% of the schools in the country
report having sufficient experimental science materials. This means there is plenty of
opportunity to give molecular biology education to many schools.

We carried out an analysis
of the conditions in which
our key population is
found, which was based on
a field investigation,
conducting surveys that
will provide us with this
information. In this
analysis, we were able to
observe and confirm that
most of them are in
intermediate conditions,
they know laboratory
material, but not all have
used it or have ever heard
about synthetic biology. This tells us that our product covers a large part of the
needs of students, such as making a more accessible approach to science,
expanding the scientific community, and providing the tools for reagent production.



Risk assessment:

We developed a financial risk assessment regarding the Tetl-box, which details the
main obstacles for our entrepreneurship project. Also, we proposed plan A, B and C
to mitigate these risks.

GAP:

To identify the deficiencies of our
team, we carried out a GAP
analysis, which showed us that our
team is qualified in the area of basic
science, has developed
fundamental skills to speak in
public, and we also have a great
team capable of developing
logistics of projects for our
business activity. However we have
certain skills that the team is still
working on, such as web design and
sales skills. This is the perfect
opportunity to take on a challenge
and a new opportunity to learn.

Collaboration and protection strategy:

We elaborated a protection and collaboration diagram in order to assess how we are
going to collaborate with stakeholders and protect our IP, production scale-up, and
market presence.



Seed investment and budget

The production of the Tetl-boxes is as
follows: We will synthesize all of the
required DNA fragments and bioparts. Then,
we will build all of the expression vectors by
cutting and pasting DNA and amplifying
these parts to have enough integrated
genetic circuits and creating a genetic
library. These circuits will then be lyophilized
and placed in microtubes and these will be
placed inside custom-made boxes along
with other required documentation like
biosafety and usage protocols. This will be
the final product that will be shipped to

users.
You can read in more detail about this investment by referring to the Seed
Investment And Budget document.

Intention letter:

We achieved agreements with educational institutions that are interested in funding
our project, sponsoring or doing some kind of donation. We managed to get three
intention letters from three different entities, one being from Ph.D. Ana Laura Torres
Huerta and Ph.D. Aurora Antonio Pérez from Tecnológico de Monterrey, a prestigious
private Mexican university, the other being the biotechnology department from
CINVESTAV, and the last one being María Pía Campot, CEO of Enteria. The
CINVESTAV has the intention of providing monetary support for the production of 16
Tetl-boxes under the condition to lower the price to $230 USD per box, while Ph.D.
Ana Laura Torres has the intention of providing hardware like microcentrifuges.
María Pía Campot also showed her support for further advancements of our project.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rq3DD7OIp_v9vuGsvTPb4tpi7oDUsbW5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rq3DD7OIp_v9vuGsvTPb4tpi7oDUsbW5/view?usp=sharing


*This documents are not translated to English in order to maintain originality.

Pitch Deck:

We also elaborated a pitch deck
which we plan to present to
accredited potential investors
who also want to make science
more accessible in Mexico. This
pitch deck has received
valuable feedback from María
Pía Campot.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cE4v_lyTdyM

Ollibro fundraising call

CALL FOR TECHNOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENT OR INNOVATION
PROJECTS FOR IPN
STUDENTS:
A fundraising call for technological
development projects was held at our
university to support development and
innovation projects.

You can learn more about this
achievement by referring to the Ollibro
Fundraising Call document (The
following document is not translated to
English in order to maintain originality).

Donadora:

We coordinated a crowdfunding to obtain the
necessary resources for the iGEM Design
League entrance fee. We exceeded our goal
with a final 112% of the total campaign. In
addition to meeting this objective, we
provided 10% of the total collected to a young
Mexican promise Estrella Salazar, only 16
years old, current Biotechnological

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cE4v_lyTdyM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cE4v_lyTdyM


Engineering student, She is currently looking forward to entering the AEXA
International Air and Space Program, to which she was selected in participating.

EPIC summer bootcamp:

The experience served us as a helpful
resource for the development of our
entrepreneurship project, the iGEM EPIC
provided us with support with advice for the
essential elements in said project, such as:

● Model Canvas
● Practice and preparation for interviews

with our potential clients and sponsors
● Pitch deck

We took all of this as a guide to have the basis
of our project ready.

Financial Education online

This is with the objective of learning about finance, since it is key to the
entrepreneurship project because it provides timely, useful and relevant information
to take actions, project strategies and make the best decisions in favor of the
project.

You can read the diplomas obtained in Spanish by consulting the following
documents: Financial Education Course (The latter documents are not translated to
English in order to maintain originality).
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